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Overview of Recent Alcator C-Mod Research
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Abstract. Research on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak [1] is focused on high particle- and power-density
plasma regimes to understand particle and energy transport in the core, the dynamics of the H-mode
pedestal, and scrape-off layer and divertor physics. The auxiliary heating is provided exclusively by
RF waves, and both the physics and technology of RF heating and current drive are studied. The
momentum which is manifested in strong toroidal rotation, in the absence of direct momentum input,
has been shown to be transported in from the edge of the plasma following the L to H transition, with
time scale comparable to that for energy transport. In discharges which develop internal transport
barriers (ITBs), the rotation slows first inside the barrier region, and then subsequently outside of the
barrier foot. Heat pulse propagation studies using sawteeth indicate a very narrow region of strongly
reduced energy transport, located near r/a = 0.5. Addition of on-axis ICRF heating arrests the buildup
of density and impurities, leading to quasi-steady conditions. The quasi-coherent mode associated
with EDA H-mode appears to be due to a resistive ballooning instability. As the pedestal pressure
gradient and temperature are increased in EDA H-mode, small ELMs appear; detailed modeling
indicates that these are due to intermediate n peeling-ballooning modes. Phase Contrast Imaging (PCI)
has been used to directly detect density fluctuations driven by ICRF waves in the core of the plasma,
and mode conversion to an intermediate wavelength Ion Cyclotron Wave has been observed for the
first time. The bursty turbulent density fluctuations, observed to drive rapid cross-field particle
transport in the edge plasma, appear to play a key role the dynamics of the density limit. Preparations
for quasi-steady-state Advanced Tokamak studies with lower hybrid current drive are well underway,
and time dependent modeling indicates that regimes with high bootstrap fraction can be produced.
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1. Transport Barriers and Plasma Rotation
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FIG. 2. Sawtooth heat-pulse propagation. tp is the
time to peak in the x-ray signal following the
sawtooth crash. The model results use the χ profile
shown in blue.
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A series of experiments has been carried out
to investigate the triggering and control of
internal transport barriers, using multiple
frequency ICRF tools. We find that placing
the minority resonance at approximately the
half minor radius, on either the low field or the high field side, triggers a transport barrier,
which is localized also at about r/a=0.5. Following the transition, the central density rises
monotonically, and the density profile becomes strongly peaked, in spite of the fact that there
is no core particle source. This phenomenon is reproducibly observed whenever the plasma
enters EDA H-mode[2] following the application of the off-axis heating. Coincident with the
transition, the co-current toroidal rotation, which is normally seen in high pressure C-Mod
discharges, is strongly reduced and even reverses direction. Figure 1 shows the time histories
of plasma parameters for a typical discharge. The off-axis heating (shown in red) is applied
starting at 0.7 seconds. In this case, the central toroidal field was 4.45 Tesla, putting the
hydrogen minority cyclotron resonance for the 80 MHz waves at r/a=0.55 to the high field
side of the magnetic axis. Adding power at a second ICRF frequency (70 MHz, shown in
green), to heat near the plasma axis, can arrest the density peaking, while maintaining the
transport barrier, leading to a quasi-steady state which has been maintained for up to 15
energy confinement times. Transport modeling[3, 4], using the TRANSP code, reveals that
the total effective energy and particle transport are reduced inside the barrier region by about
a factor of 10 during the off-axis only phase; once the on-axis power is added, and the density
and impurity build-up is arrested, the transport increases, but remains more than a factor of 2
lower than it was before the ITB formation. Unlike most ITB discharges, these do not require
current ramps and are produced in a normal shear configuration; the plasmas continue to
sawtooth throughout. Besides the interesting implications of maintaining q<1 on axis, this has
presented the opportunity to use the sawteeth for transient probing of the electron energy
transport. Figure 2 shows the results of such an analysis[3], where the time after the sawtooth
crash for the x-ray emissivity to peak is plotted as a function of radius (red squares). There is
a clear energy transport barrier, located just outside the half-radius for this 0.21m minor
radius plasma. A simple model for the heat-pulse χ profile, with a nearly singular dip at the
Time (sec)

FIG. 1. Time histories of plasma parameters for
an off-axis ITB discharge. Once the ITB has
formed, on-axis heating arrests the density and
impurity buildup.
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location of the barrier foot, gives excellent agreement with the experimental data, as shown
by the green curve. The transient analysis also indicates that this region of sharply reduced
transport moves quickly inward in minor radius from the outer regions of the plasma to the
final location near the half radius.
While these barriers are most reliably triggered using off-axis ICRF heating, they also occur
in ohmic EDA-H-modes[5]. In the ohmic cases, the time scale to develop the ITB is longer
(typically ~10 energy confinement times), but the subsequent dynamics are very similar to
those of the ICRF-triggered barrier discharges. The application of on-axis ICRF heating in
the ohmic ITB cases also arrests the density and impurity build-up, leading to quasi-steady
conditions.
Neither the ICRF nor ohmic ITB discharges have explicit external applied momentum
sources; nevertheless, rotation plays a central role in the dynamics of these discharges.
Coincident with the transition, the core co-current toroidal rotation, which is normally seen in
high pressure C-Mod discharges[6,7], is reduced, or even changes direction. Recent
modifications to the high resolution x-ray arrays used to measure the rotation allow us to
diagnose the temporal evolution of the radial profiles, and thus to examine the momentum
transport. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of plasma rotation at three different radial
locations (ρ≡r/a=0, 0.3, 0.6). Figure 4 shows the radial profiles of plasma density at 3 times
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FIG. 3. Time histories of the toroidal rotation
velocity at 3 radial locations: near the magnetic
axis (ρ = 0); off-axis but inside the foot of the
barrier (ρ = 0.3); and just outside the barrier (ρ =
0.6).

FIG. 4. Radial profiles of plasma density at 3
times during the development of an ITB. The
transition from L to H occurs at 0.68 seconds;
the density profile begins to peak at 0.9
seconds. The foot of the ITB is located at
r/a≈0.5

during the same discharge. Several
interesting features can be seen in the
rotation data. At the L to H transition (t =
0.68s), the plasma begins to rotate first at
large minor radius, as momentum is transported in from the edge. While detailed modeling is
not yet complete, the characteristic time scale indicates that χφ is comparable to χi. As the
internal barrier begins to form, around 0.9 seconds, it is the core rotation which decreases
first; there is a significant delay before the rotation drops outside of the barrier.
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2. H-Mode Pedestal Stability
The baseline operating regime for proposed burning plasma experiments is an ELMy Hmode. Standard H-mode operation for most tokamaks includes large type I ELMs, which can
cause unacceptably high peak heat loads on the first wall. There is a need to identify and
characterize regimes without large ELMs but which do have good H-Mode confinement. On
C-Mod, such regimes have been achieved with the Enhanced D-Alpha (EDA) and type II
ELMy discharges.
Detailed explorations of H-Mode
pedestal dynamics and ELM/EDA
relaxation mechanisms, utilizing the very
high spatial resolution diagnostics
2.5
available on C-Mod, have revealed a
number of interesting new phenomena.
P=3x104 Pa
The quasi-coherent mode (QCM)[8],
2.0
which appears to be responsible for
enhanced particle transport across the
1.5
edge barrier in EDA H-modes[9], has a
clear magnetic component; the k
spectrum of the QCM has been measured
(kR ≈ 5 cm-1) with phase contrast imaging
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FIG. 5. Plot showing the regions of pedestal ne and code [11] are consistent with the
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hypothesis that the QCM is due to a
`resistive ballooning instability, in particular, the resistive x-point mode [10].
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FIG.6. Spatial distribution of displacements for
n=30 peeling-ballooning instability. Plasma
conditions correspond to ELMy H-Mode.

FIG. 7. Profiles of n=30 eigenfunctions for
poloidal harmonics.X is the relative
displacement, and Ψ is normalized flux.

As the pressure and pressure gradient at
the H-mode barrier are increased, a
regime with small high-frequency ELMs
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develops, and the QCM either disappears, or is masked by the ELM activity. In these higher
pressure H-modes, the small ELMs regulate the edge pressure and prevent impurity
accumulation. Figure 5 illustrates that the ELMy regime generally occurs at increased edge
barrier pressure gradient and higher pedestal temperature; both pressure drive and
collisionality could be playing important roles.
Infinite-n ideal ballooning stability of the C-Mod plasma edge has been analyzed [12] using
the BALOO code[13]. When the effects of the expected edge bootstrap current are included,
all discharges studied are found to be high-n ballooning stable. Intermediate-n (5<n<60)
stability has been assessed using the ELITE[14, 15] and KINX[16] codes. For conditions
typical of the small ELM regime, peeling-ballooning modes with n>20 are found to be
unstable. Lower n-modes are stable, consistent with the lack of type I ELMs in C-Mod; type I
ELMs have been attributed to n<10 on, for example, DIII-D[17]. The spatial distribution of
displacements for a typical case (n=30) using ELITE is shown in figure 6. The corresponding
radial eigenfunctions for the poloidal harmonics used in the Fourier expansion are shown in
figure 7. These modes are stable for the conditions typical of the EDA H-mode, and are
believed to be responsible for the ELM activity which is observed in the higher edge pressure
cases.
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FIG. 9. Frequency-wavenumber spectrum
showing the ICW mode converted wave at kR
≈ 8 cm-1.

Auxiliary heating on C-Mod is currently
accomplished with ICRF (source powers
CO2 Laser
of 4 MW near 80 MHz fixed, plus 4 MW
FIG 8. Experimental setup for the PCI
at 40 MHz to 80 MHz tunable). Routine
diagnostic. The detector has 12 channels, and the
heating is done with H or 3He minority
beam can be moved to cover a different segment
scenarios (5.4 Tesla and 8 Tesla
of major radius.
respectively at 80 MHz)[18]. Mode
conversion techniques hold promise for current and especially flow drive[19]. Detailed
experiments have been done to study the mode conversion process[20], using the Phase
Contrast Imaging (PCI) diagnostic to measure directly the density fluctuations in the plasma
which are driven at the RF frequency. The diagnostic geometry is shown in Figure 8. The
system is sensitive to waves with k in the radial direction (0.4 < kR < 10 cm-1) over the
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FIG 11. Contours of density fluctuation amplitude
at the RF frequency near the core of the plasma
for toroidal mode nφ = 13, using data from the
TORIC full wave code simulation.

frequency range 2 < f < 500 kHz. The laser is modulated at a frequency which is offset by
~0.3 MHz from the RF frequency and the waves are detected at the difference frequency.
Figure 9 shows the frequency-wavenumber spectrum for a particular mode conversion case.
The plasma ion mix was 50% H, 8% 3He and 34% D; other parameters were Bφ = 5.8 T, Ip =
1 MA, ne = 2.5x1020 m-3, Te = 1.3 keV. For these conditions, the mode conversion (MC)
layer is expected to be far to the high-field side of the region viewed by the PCI.
Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 10, the IBW should propagate away from the MC layer
toward the high field side, out of view of the diagnostic. The observed wave has been
identified as an Ion Cyclotron Wave (ICW) of intermediate wavelength, whose existence was
predicted by Perkins[21]. The IBW should have a wavelength of about 3 mm, while the ICW
is expected to be around 1 cm, in agreement with the measurements[22]. Figure 11 shows a
simulation of the conversion process to the ICW using the TORIC 2D full-wave code[23],
and the measured wavenumbers and spatial amplitude distribution in the mode conversion
region are in good agreement with the TORIC simulations. These results are important,
because similar phenomena may be expected in a D-T plasma, and may have impact on
proposed heating, current drive and flow shear generation both in present day experiments
and in future alpha-particle heated burning plasmas.
4. Edge Transport and Fluctuations
Cross-field transport in the scrape-off layer (SOL) just outside the separatrix has been shown
with a number of measurements to be very rapid in Alcator C-Mod; under most conditions,
the transport of particles across field lines dominates over the parallel flow of plasma into the
divertor, with very important implications for our understanding of SOL processes in general,
and particle recycling and ash removal in particular.
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Recently, an ultra-high speed CCD camera has been used to image the “bursty” turbulence
that is responsible for much of the transport in the SOL, with time resolution down to 2 µs.
Individual density structures are seen to grow, move and then disappear on time scales of a
few tens of µs. The structures have typical spatial scales of order 1 cm in the radial and
poloidal direction, and are very long in the direction of local B. Fluid turbulence models are
beginning to give detailed predictions of the nature of the edge fluctuations, and comparisons
with the experimental data are in progress[24].
Another important aspect of our edge turbulence experiments are observations that, as the
empirical tokamak density limit[25] is approached, the 'bursty' turbulence that is normally
restricted to regions far from the separatrix begins to cross the separatrix, leading to a
dramatic reduction of global particle confinement and an increase in convective heat losses
through the separatrix. This effect is seen both with probe measurements, and directly with
the ultra-high speed imaging. Figure 12 shows the relationships obtained from edge probe
measurements[26] between effective cross-field particle convection (Veff), edge plasma
parallel collisionality (λei/L), and plasma density normalized to the empirical limit, nG. As the
density increases, an ordered progression occurs: the plasma in the scrape-off layer (SOL)
becomes more collisional and the cross-field particle (and heat) convection increases
monotonically. Figure 13 shows a single 2µs frame of Dα emission. For the highest density
cases, it is clear from both probe measurements and imaging that the bursty nature of the
fluctuations has crossed the separatrix and is present in the closed field-line region of the
plasma. In this regime, the edge plasma is apparently dominated by rapid cross-field
transport, so that the change in magnetic topology between open and closed field lines no
longer has a visible impact on the profiles. The bursty fluctuations carry a convective power
loss that affects the power balance of the discharge, suggesting that a key underlying
ingredient in the empirical density limit is the physics of cross-field particle transport in the
edge and SOL regions.
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FIG. 13. Ultra-fast images of edge density
“blobs”. On the left, with n/nG=0.4, the blobs
are found only in the SOL. For the higher
normalized density case on the right
(n/nG=0.7), the bursty transport region has
penetrated across the separatrix into the closed
field line region. The color table legend shows
relative image intensities.

In a related set of experiments, fluctuations
in the Dα emission from localized gas puffs
have been measured with imaging arrays of
fast photodiodes. Experimentally we find that the normalized intensity fluctuation, IRMS/<I>,
as observed with a radial array of views just in front of an inboard midplane gas puff, is
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approximately a factor of ten
smaller than that measured on the
same flux surface at the outboard
midplane. This is shown in figure
0.6
14. Inboard and outboard probe
measurements of normalized ion
saturation current yield similar
results.
These
experimental
Outboard
0.4
neRMS /<ne>
observations are compared with
from simulation
numerical simulations of edge
turbulence,
where
the
0.2
electromagnetic turbulence in a
Inboard
3-D geometry is computed using
non-linear plasma fluid equations
(λei/L <<1). The simulation uses
0.0
-0.01
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
time-averaged profiles measured
in the outboard SOL, but
ρ (m)
computes both the outboard and
FIG 14. Comparisons of Dα fluctuation profiles across the inboard SOL fluctuations. Since
inner- and outer-midplane scrape-off layers. ρ is the the resistive ballooning mode is
position of the flux surface, mapped to the outboard the dominant linear instability on
midplane. The solid curves are density fluctuation levels
the outboard side in the
from the numerical simulation.
simulations,
the
predicted
normalized density fluctuation level on the inboard side is much reduced compared to the
outboard side (also shown in the figure), and is qualitatively consistent with the observations.
However a true quantitative comparison for the inboard side awaits use of measured inboard
profiles in the simulation..
0.8

Comparisons of particle transport and fueling in single and double null configurations are of
direct interest to our program, where the planning for the addition of cryo-pumping for
particle control is being completed. There is also considerable debate about the relative merits
of single vs. double null for the design of future burning plasma experiments. In a set of
experiments to investigate scrape-off layer particle dynamics, we have scanned the magnetic
configuration continuously during individual discharges, from lower single null, through
double null, to upper single null. Figure 15 shows the results of one such experiment, where
imaging in Dα light near the midplane on the high field side of the plasma shows that the
ionization of incoming neutrals occurs predominantly at the secondary separatrix, which is
significantly outside of the last closed flux surface for single null cases when the primary and
secondary separatrices are well separated. The predictions of a simple 1D space, 2D velocity
simulation, including the relevant atomic physics[27] are shown for comparison (green curve)
and the agreement with the experimental observations is very good. These results follow from
the fact that, for low and moderate densities (n < 0.5 nG), the high-field side SOL density
profile is relatively flat between the last closed surface and the secondary separatrix, and then
falls rapidly beyond that radius. As a consequence, there is strong ionization when incoming
neutrals reach the secondary separatrix. One practical implication of these results is the fact
that fueling by gas puffing from the inner wall is much more efficient for near double-null
discharges.
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FIG. 15. The location of the radial peak in Dα emission (and thus that of the most intense ionization) is
shown, by the blue diamonds, as a function of time as the magnetic topology is changed from lower
single null (t < 0.7 s) through double null (around t = 0.8 s) to upper single null (t > 0.9 s). The highfield side midplane locations of the primary and secondary separatrices, as derived using EFIT, are
shown by the black and red curves, respectively. Modeling results from the KN1D code (green curve)
show excellent agreement with the experiment. The inset photo shows an image of the Dα emission at
one time in the discharge. The dashed curve shows the location of the secondary separatrix, while the
nearly parallel solid curve is the primary separatrix.

5. Future Program
Our future program plans to take
advantage of the long pulse length
possible on C-Mod (~5 seconds) at
moderately reduced field (5 T)
relative to the plasma current profile
evolution time (which is a fraction of
L/R ≈ 3 s at Te0 = 5 keV). This
allows C-Mod plasma currents to be
fully relaxed during Advanced
Tokamak, high confinement, high
bootstrap-fraction (≥ 70%) operation
[28]. A Lower Hybrid system is
being added to provide off-axis
current drive. The 4.6 GHz klystrons
FIG. 16. Picture of 12 klystrons (4.6 GHz, 0.25 MW/unit)
installed in the C-Mod experimental cell.
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from Alcator C have been installed (Fig. 16), and a new multi-waveguide launcher is being
constructed at PPPL. The launcher is scheduled for installation in the spring of 2003. We
have already demonstrated plasma operation for 3 second pulses, limited only by the flux
swing in the Ohmic transformer.
In preparation for the experiments, modeling of startup scenarios is being carried out.
Dynamic simulations are performed with the TRANSP code using the LSC lower hybrid
module and the NCLASS neoclassical module. Simulations combine enhanced confinement
from reversed shear, and high bootstrap fraction from peaked density profiles. Reverse shear
is initially formed using a fast current ramp and 3 MW of hydrogen minority ICRF heating.
Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) at the 2 MW level is then applied, 0.15 seconds into the
discharge, to maintain the reverse shear and replace the ohmic current.
Profiles consistent with those seen in ITB discharges are specified for the density as well as
the ion and electron thermal diffusivity. The density barrier is located at r/a = 0.5, having a
width of 5 cm, with ne0 = 3x1020 m-3 and nedge = 0.8x1020 m-3. The ion and electron thermal
diffusivities are taken to be identical, and equal to 0.2 m2/s inside the barrier, increasing to
1.0 m2/s through the 5 cm barrier width, and maintained at this value to the edge of the
plasma.

a)

a)

b)

b)

FIG 17. TRANSP-LSC simulation showing inductive
response to LHCD at t = 0.151 s: (a) current density
profiles; (b) q profile.

FIG. 18.TRANSP-LSC simulation showing high
bootstrap fraction, Ohmic recharge, and current hole
at t = 1.0 s: (a) Current density profiles; (b) q profile.
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Figures 17 and 18 show the current and q profiles for two times: just after the LHCD begins
and at the end of the simulation. Figure 17(a) shows the inductive response (green trace) just
after the start of LHCD. The corresponding q profile is shown in Fig. 17(b) and exhibits clear
shear reversal, with q(0)~3.4 and qmin~2.2 near r/a = 0.5. The last time slice of the run is
shown in Fig. 18. The currents are still evolving and are forming a current hole at the axis.
The bootstrap fraction is 58%, and causes the system to be overdriven (at fixed total current),
giving the negative ohmic current. The total LHCD power required to achieve this scenario
experimentally can be expected to be closer to 3 MW, since LSC does not include particle
trapping or the effects of the negative component of the LH power spectrum that will be
present.
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